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Abstract

The fragmentation behavior of aryltin compounds [(p-ThAnis)nSnPh4.n (n=l-4);

(p-ThAnis)3SnX (X=C1, Br, I); (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl; Ph3Sn(o-pyr)] have been studied

comparatively under EI and FAB ionization modes. Alkali halides were run under FAB

mode.

For the aryltin compounds, the effect of ligand type on the spectra have been

explored in both EI and FAB modes. The fragmentation mechanisms have been examined

with linked scans, such as fragment ion scans (B/E) and parent ion scans (B^/E). Ab

Initio molecular orbital calculations were used to determine the structures of the

fragments by comparing their relative stabilities. In the EI MS studies, negative ion EI

mode has also been used for some of the aryltin compounds, to examine the possible ion

molecule reactions under low pressures at 70eV. In the positive ion FAB MS studies,

matrix optimization experiments have been carried out. Negative ion FAB experiments of

all the compounds have been done in two different ways. Finally, the comparison of the

two methods, EI MS and FAB MS, have been made.

For alkali halides, the studies focused on the FAB MS behavior under different

conditions. The intensities of cluster ions were reported, and the anomalies in the

intensity distribution was also discussed.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Mass Spectrometry

1.1.1 Historical Background

From its embryonic stage to the extremely complex instrumentation, mass

spectrometry (MS) has been studied for nearly one century. It started as early as in

1886, when visible streamers of light in a low pressure electric discharge tube were

first observed by Goldstein [1]. He suggested that these streamers must contain some

types of rays or particles which traveled in a direction opposite to that of the usual

cathode rays. In 1898, W. Wien [2] demonstrated that these rays could be deflected by

strong electric and magnetic fields. He concluded that these rays consist of positively

charged particles. In 1911, Thomson [3] showed the existence of two stable neon

isotopes using a positive-ray parabola apparatus. All this early work has been

admirably described in Thomson's book "Rays of Positive Electricity and Their

Application to Chemical Analysis," published in 1913 [4], in which Thomson

recorded more detail about the properties of the positive rays with the parabolic

method. Today, it is well accepted that Thomson's work marked the birth of modem

mass spectrometry.

The first sophisticated instruments were built by Dempster (1918) [5] and

Aston (1919) [6] individually. The difference between these two is the different
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designs of mass analyzing system. Dempster used a semi-circular magnetic field as a

mass analyzing system. The positively charged particles were deflected through 180'

circle and detected. Aston used a circular magnetic field as a mass analyzing system

which separate particles according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios, and also focus

them by filtering out unwanted velocities. Comparing the two instruments, the former

permitted a more accurate measurement of abundance; the latter was particularly useful

for accurate mass measurement because all the ions could be focused in one

photographic plane. In 1934, Mattauch and Herzog [7,8] developed a new type of

instrument which combined an electrostatic lens and a magnet to provide both direction

and velocity focusing properties, thereby providing relatively good mass and ion

abundance measurement. They also derived general focusing equations for radial

electric and homogeneous magnetic fields which made it possible to design high

resolution, double focusing mass spectrographs. Another double-focusing mass

spectrometer configuration popularly used was designed by Nier and Johnson [9,10].

The main difference between them is quite the same as that of Dempster's and Aston 's

single focusing mass spectrometry.

Before 1935, mass spectrometry was mainly used by physicists for

isotopic analysis [11]. This situation changed rather abruptly when the Second World

War took place. The needs of the petroleum industry greatly enhanced the development

of mass spectrometry, which provided an effective tool for chemists to analyze

hydrocarbon mixtures for accurate blending of aviation fuel. Much of the pioneering

work in the petroleum industry laid the foundation for structural and mechanistic

studies of gas-phase reactions [12].

Since the 1950s, much research work has been done in improving ion

source design and methods of sample introduction and mass analysis, some of which

are given below.
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• Sample Inlet Methods

The heatable sample inlet system was introduced in the early 1950s, which

provided the capabili^ required to obtain the mass spectra of low volatile compounds

[13]. The early solid probe appeared in 1969 [14]. The sample is placed in a small glass

capillary in the probe tip and the probe is inserted into the ionization chamber through a

vacuum lock (as shown in Figure 1). The first combined technique of gas

chromatography and mass spectrometry (GC/MS) appeared in 1957 [16], five years after

gas-liquid chromatography was first described by James and Martin [17]., The

combination of the powerful separation technique on-line with a mass spectrometer has

played an important role in modem mass spectrometry [18]. In recent years, a great deal

of work has been done on various hyphenated techniques with the introduction of various

new chromatographic techniques such as High-Performance Liquid Cliromatography

(HPLC) [19], Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (SFC) [20-22], Thin-Layer

Chromatography (TLC) [23,24] and Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) [25-27].

Somo'e MoVcleri MeHinj Poiot Toiei

Re enVont probe Tip

Heoter

§i(\sx Wool

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of solid probe [15]
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• Ion Sources

As more and more people recognized the analytical application of this

powerful method, like any other good research tool, mass spectrometry opened up as

many new problems as it solved. Although the electron impact (EI) ionization

technique has proved to be a very powerful method, it still has many restrictions [28],

which stimulated scientists to invent a number of alternate ionization techniques.

Chemical ionization (CI) is one of them, which was first demonstrated by Munsen and

Field in 1966 [29]. A reagent gas is introduced into the relatively high-pressure ion

source which is identical to EI technique except that the ion volume is filled with a

reagent gas at medium pressure (i.e. between 0.2 and 2 torr). In order to prevent the

reagent gas from leaking into the surrounding ion source housing chamber held at

lower pressure, the size of the slits for the electron beam and the ion exit are greatly

reduced. Reagent ions are generated by 2(X)eV-electron bombardment of reagent gas

molecules. These ions undergo ion-molecule reactions with the sample molecules,

mainly by proton transfer, resulting in the formation of secondary ions as "protonated"

molecular ions [M+H]+. The disadvantage of this method is that it is more difficult to

deduce the structure from fragmentation pattem as there are only a few fragment ions

observed. It still requires that the analyte be in the gas phase and the high-pressure

conditions may lead to high voltage discharges in the ion source of magnetic

instrument. Other ionization methods are reviewed by M. L. Vestal [30] and D. M.

Highton and J. M. Oxford [31], such as field desorption (FD) which was first

published by Beckey in 1969 [30], Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) [32],

Fast Atom Bombardment (FAB) in 1981 [33], Califomium-252 Plasma Desorption in

1974 [34], Laser Desorption in 1963 [35], Atmospheric Pressure Ionization in 1990

[36], thermospray by Vestal and co-workers in 1980 [37,38], electrospray in 1984

[39] and glow discharge [40-42]. These methods have extended the classes of
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compounds amenable to MS analysis which include thermally labile, non-volatile, high

molecular weight species such as proteins and peptides.

• Mass Analyzers

Early mass spectrometers used a single focusing magnetic sector as the

mass analyzer [5,6]. These instruments have evolved into double focusing magnetic

sector instruments with the resolving power increased [7-10]. Another rather unique

mass analyzer is the quadruple mass filter [43], as shown in figure 2, which consists

of a set of 4 parallel, precision-machined rods arranged radically, equidistantly from

each other and a center point. It separates ions directly by their m/z values through a

combination of time-dependent DC and RF (radio frequencies) potentials applied to the

four rods. Quadruple mass spectrometers can separate ions one mass unit apart in low

mass range. Compared with sector or time-of-flight (TOF) instruments, quadruple MS

has a low upper mass range limit and discriminates against ions of high mass [44].

However, it has some advantages over sector instruments. For example, they can

tolerate higher source pressure and can be scanned much more rapidly, which make

quadruple mass analyzers more ideal for interfacing with gas and liquid

chromatography [31]. The first commercial time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer

appeared in 1955 [45]. Due to its low resolution, it was almost displaced by the sector

and quadruple mass analyzers. In recent years, with the advance in new ionization

techniques, especially matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) [46,47],

TOF MS has found new applications for analysis of large biomolecules such as

peptides and proteins [48].

There are two categories of mass spectrometers. One is the so called

"beam" instruments, such as sector MS, quadruple MS and TOF MS, in which the

ions are formed in the ion source and then transported through electric and/or magnetic
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field for mass-to-charge analysis. The other one is called a "trapping" mass

spectrometer, such as ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) [49] and ion trap MS [50] in

which ions can be formed within the trapping volume, or injected from an external ion

source [51]. The fact that ions are stored by the trap when not being detected results in

potential increases in sensitivity compared to that of scanning instruments.

^/^-RFV

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of quadruple mass analyzer [44]

Tandem mass spectrometry [52] is another very important area of being

studied. It can provide the possibility of analyzing very complex mixtures without

prior chemical separation [53], which represents one of the developing trends in

analytical chemistry. Commercially available MS/MS instruments include the triple

quadruple (QQQ), hybrid instrument BEqQ, and four sector BEEB and related

geometries.

All these techniques have been reviewed in detail by many mass

spectrometrists, such as the biennial reviews of the current state of development of

mass spectrometry written by A. L. Burlingame, et al [55]. On the other hand, mass

spectrometry has expanded so rapidly that the number of companies which provide
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spectrometrists with the tools of their trade increased to 1 17 in 1996 [56]. Mass

spectrometry is now not merely a scientific discipline in its own right, but a

conglomeration of multi-disciplinary specializations. It is not only used in all branches

of chemistry, but also in physics, geology, environmental, agricultural and space

research, the clinical, medical, biological and biochemical fields, and many other

areas. As many spectrometrists have said [57,58], "the whole field of mass

spectrometry has become so extensive that no person can hope to be able to write

comprehensively and at the same time authoritativelyon all the important aspects of the

subject."

S*ctor

\ CoOblon
C«I2

0«1«c(ort

Source

0«1octof4

BEEB
EJ«c»ric

S«ct<x
Magnetic

S«cJof

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of one design of a four-sector mass spectrometer of

geometry BEEB, showing various free-region in which collisions can occur [54]

ion source quadrupole mass
fitr

quadrupole collision
cnar

quadrupole mass multiplier

lamber

sample

Ion I

P''«>^"ct detwTtlonion Ion selection
precursor fragmentation

'"'"v-uun

Ion selection
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer [54]
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D«lector1

FFFe

CoWalon
Source Cell 1 BEqQ

Configuration

CoHsion
C«II2

Detector 3

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of one design of a hybrid tandem mass spectrometer
of BEqQ geometry, q a collision (r.f.-only) quadrupole [54]





1.1.2. Ionization Techniques

A mass spectrometer is designed to produce ions and measure their mass-to-

charge (m/z) ratio to give the information of molecular weight and structure of organic

compounds, and the identification and determination of the components of inorganic

substances. The basic components of a mass spectrometer are shown in figure 6. Among

the major parts of the instrument, the ionization source is considered to be the "heart of

the mass spectrometer". The development of new ion sources to provide both molecular

ions and plenty of fragment ions plays a key role in the development of mass

spectrometry. Today, various ionization methods can be used. The choice depends on the

physical state of the sample and the volatility, polarity and thermal stability of the analyte.

This section will mainly focus on introducing the two ionization techniques — electron

impact (EI) ionization and fast atom bombardment (FAB).

Sample inlet

system

typical operation

vacuum

Figure 6. The basic components of a mass spectrometer

1.1.2.1 Electron Impact (EI) Ionization [58]
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Electron impact (EI) ionization is the oldest and the most widely used

technique. The ion source (fig. 7) consists of an evacuated ionization chamber. In EI,

a monoenergetic beam of electrons is used to ionize the analyte molecules. The electron

beam is produced by thermionic emission from a heated filament (e.g. rhenium

filament) with a current of 1-2A. The electrons are accelerated by a potential applied

between the filament and trap electrode. There is an external magnetic field which is

parallel to the electron beam and is used to coUimate the electron beam to an impact

spiral motion. Some electrons may collide with the wall of the chamber and are lost as

they traverse the chamber. Electrons arriving in the trap produce a so-called trap

current, which is used as part of a feed-back circuit to stabilize the electron beam

current.

Collimation

magnet

electron

filament

Electron Entry Hole

Ion Exit Slit

Beam Centring Plates

Source Slit

Repeller

electrode

Sample gas inlet

Collector

trap

Collimation

magnet

Earth Plate

^Electron Beam

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of simplified EI source [59]

In the rear of the chamber, there is a small charged plate called the ion repeller (R). The

molecular and fragment ions formed in the chamber are repelled through the ion exit
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slit and accelerated by applying gradiently reduced voltage between the chamber and

the plates. Finally, the ions come to a focus at the source slit. An earth slit before the

source slit is used to define the focus and the energy of the ion beam.

Ion sources are equipped with a heating system used to volatilize the

sample and to prevent condensation of sample molecules on the source walls. The

temperature of the source is measured by a thermocouple in contact with the chamber.

The working pressure in the ionization chamber is usually of the order of 10'* - 10-5

torr. If it is greater, ion-molecule chemistry readily occurs. The material used to make

an ion source (ionization chamber, plate, etc.) must be non-magnetic to avoid

perturbation of the trajectories of the ions and electrons. The chemical activity, catalytic

activity and adsorptive power of the chamber walls must be negligible.

The number and the type of fragment ions depend on the electron energy

which can be varied from to lOOeV [60]. Interaction between the energetic electron

beam and the sample molecules results in an energy exchange which is sufficient to

cause ionization of the molecule. Excess energy may remain in the molecular ion (M+*)

making the molecular ion very unstable. Generally, these energies can be used to break

one or more bonds of the molecular ion. Depending on the energy available, molecular

ions may remain intact or dissociate either by eliminating a radical or by losing an

even-electron molecule. The entire process can be illustrated as follows:

Mgas + e filament ^ ^filament + ^molecule "^ M*'

If the M+* has a low internal energy after ionization, it will probably be detected

intactly and molecular weight information will be obtained. If M"*^ contains a large

excess of internal energy after ionization, it has a high probability of undergoing a

unimolecular ion decomposition process [61].
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10 20 30 40 SO 60

Electron Beam Energy (eV)

70

Figure 8. An EI clastogram for methanol (adapted from [62])

Figure 8 is a plot of the relative abundance of molecular ion and the

fragment ions for methanol versus energy of the electron beam. It establishes the

relationship between the thermodynamics and the possible mechanism of each

fragmentation process. Since the relative abundance (RA) of ions formed in EI are

highly reproducible and uniform at 70eV, EI mass spectra are usually obtained at this

electron energy, which usually causes the extent of the fragmentation of molecular ions

to be relatively large. Sometimes, it is impossible to detect an appreciable abundance of

the molecular ion. This problem is a serious drawback of electron impact ionization. In

some cases, it is possible to increase the relative abundance of the molecular ion by

reducing the energy of the ionizing beam of electrons, but this would lower the

sensitivity. When the energy of the ionizing electrons approaches the ionization energy

of the molecule, the excess energy remaining in the molecular ion is small and

fragmentation is decreased. However, the large degree of fragmentation, associated

with electron impact ionization, is often advantageous. In fact, a wealth of information
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concerning the structure of the molecule under investigation may be deduced from the

fragmentation pattem.

In addition, the electron impact process requires the sample to be in the

vapor state. For some compounds such as ionic materials, high molecular weight

compounds, metal cluster complexes, thermally labile systems and polymeric systems,

volatilization is impractical [28]. The application of electron impact ionization to these

compounds is restricted.

1.1.2.2. Fast Atom Bombardment (FAB)

In the early 1980s, the advent of the fast atom bombardment ionization

technique [33,63] greatly enhanced the application of mass spectrometry because, for

the first time, those fragile, high molecular mass, high polar, thermally unstable

analytes could be analyzed routinely. Essentially fast atom bombardment is a modified

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) method which uses a beam of ions (typically

Ar+, Xe+, or Cs+ which are the primary ions) with 2-30KeV energy to impinge upon a

sample. In consequence, the secondary ions derived from the sample are sputtered

from the surface and enter the gas phase, which can be analyzed and detected [64].

The disadvantage of SIMS is that the bombardment of a dry solid sample usually

results in a large degree of fragmentation of the molecular ion and surface charging

(especially for insulating organics), which can disturb elecU-ic fields and therefore, ion

sampling/focusing [65]. To overcome these drawbacks, the FAB source uses an

energetic beam of fast neutral atoms of an inert gas instead of ions as primary particles

as the bombarding source and the analyte is dissolved in a suitable liquid matrix.

Another method called liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry (LSIMS) [66] was

used to describe an improved SIMS method, using analytes dissolved in a liquid

matrix identical to that in FAB. The advantages of using a primary ion beam rather
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than a primary neutral atom beam include primary beam focus and deflection

capabilities and higher energies, despite the negative effect of the high accelerating

voltage found in sector instruments.

Ion Gun

I Ar*

rr Collision Chamber

Ar

Support

Ions Mass
Analyser

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of a FAB source [58]

Figure 9 [58] is the schematic diagram of FAB source. The fast atoms are

sent out from the FAB gun. The components of an argon FAB gun are a cold-cathode

discharge source which produces argon ions with an energy between 2 and 10 keV, a

system for focusing the Ar^- ions into a collision chamber containing argon at 10-'*- 10-^

torr pressure. In the collision chamber resonant charge-transfer takes place between the

argon ions and argon atoms. In this process the momentum of the reacting argon ions

is practically completely conserved, so the argon atoms produced by the charge

transfer have the same velocity as their parent ions. The energetic fast neutral atom

beam is directed onto a sample deposited on the metal tip of a direct-insertion probe, so

that the sputtered ion beam can go through the entrance slits into the mass analyzer to

be separated and analyzed by a conventional mass spectrometer. In order to allow
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further dispersion of the sputtered ions, wider spacing in the collimating and focusing

electrodes are used, compared with those in an EI source [67].

The atom gun typically can handle argon or xenon atoms with 6-10 KeV

kinetic energy. The heavier the bombarding atom or ion, the greater the sensitivity,

which is roughly proportional to the atomic weight [68]. The ion formation and

fragmentation are affected by the fast-atom species (He, Ar, and Xe) rather than the

FAB gun conditions (accelerating voltage and emission current) [69]. LSIMS is

generally more sensitive than FAB because Cs+ beam is used to focus at high energies

(app. 30KeV) which results in higher ion yields [70].

A modified direct insertion probe is used to introduce the samples into the

FAB ion source. It is normally made of copper or stainless steel, but gold- and silver-

plated targets have been found to give greater sensitivity [71]. The recent development

of the continuous-flow probe allows a continuous stream of solvent (containing a

small amount of matrix) to enter the source [72].

The use of the liquid matrix is an integral part of the FAB or LSIMS

technique. Since they are surface techniques, the liquid matrix is important in ensuring

that the surface is continuously replenished with the sample, thus enhancing the signal

duration (sample lifetime on the order of 10 to 60 minutes). This represents an

important advantage over SIMS, where the signal is generally of short duration. This

also extends the detectable mass range for MS analysis, esp. biological solutes [73-

76]. On the other hand, the liquid matrix reduces the extent of fragmentation by

absorbing some of the primary particle energy. The liquid matrix also provides a

conductive medium so that charging is not a problem [65]. Basically, choice of matrix

and co-solvent depends on polarity of sample to be analyzed. The general

considerations of an "ideal" matrix have been summarized by De Pauw as follows
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[77,78]: a. The solubility, i.e. the matrix or solution of matrix and co-solvent can

dissolve the sample; b. The matrix should have a low vapor pressure in vacuum

(usually b.p. > 100°C at 1 torr.); c. The matrix should have a low enough viscosity to

ensure good sample mobility, yet retain sufficient surface tension to remain on the

probe tip during FAB analyses; d. The matrix should not contain major ion peaks in

the desired mass ranges of the samples being analyzed; e. The matrix should be

chemically inert towards the samples. Practically, hydroxylated matrices work well

with polar molecules and organic salts, which might be explained by their high

dielectric constants which favor the dissociation of ion pairs, lowering the coulombic

interaction. For inorganic and organometallic complexes, aprotic solvents will

normally be used where acid-base reactions and solvolysis must be avoided. In the

case of less polar samples, redox matrices can be used. Oxidizing matrices have high

electron affinities and reducing matrices have low ionization energies. Besides, in

some cases, doping the matrix liquid with a trace of acid or base or adding the sodium

or chloride salts may help to obtain positive- or negative- ion spectra.

The applications of FAB MS have been widely explored from high

molecular weight substances to thermally labile biological compounds, ionic and

polymeric systems and metal cluster organometallic compounds [63,67,77,79].

Among the materials which successfully afforded spectra were Vitamin B12 and its

coenzyme [80], which had been described as a "milestone" [28] in history of mass

spectrometry.

On the other hand, although the ionization mechanism of FAB has

intrigued mass spectrometrists for many years [81-85], it is still not well understood.

In FAB, analyte ions may arise at various points in time and space by different

mechanisms during the keV-beam process as determined by their chemical nature

and/or position relative to the keV-beam impact site [86]. For example, the analyte or
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matrix molecules may be (1) initially preionized in the solution and then desorbed

intact, (2) immediately ionized and fragmented by uptake of too much energy in the

bombardment process if too close to the impact site, or (3) desorbed intact and ionized

by gas-phase ion/molecule chemistry after desorption [44]. A well-accepted model of

how secondary ions are generated from solution was adapted by Van der Peyl and co-

workers [87] from the "collision cascade" model (see Fig. 10) for desorbing atomic

ions from a metal surface [88,89].

To Mass Analyzer

lal te^ivi /
\^---M--

Figure 10. Energy deposition by a keV-Xe beam induces desorption of atoms,

fragment ions, preionized molecules, and intact molecules (not drawn to scale) [44]

Several reasons are given for the temporal behavior of FAB results,

including evaporation rate [90], sputtering rate [91-94], sample preparation (size)

[95,96], and surface phenomena [97-99]. The time dependence of FAB spectra can be

explained on the basis of the heterogeneity of the concentrations and secondary ion

emission from liquid solution across the surface, plus variation in analyte mass

transport and sampling efficiencies [67].
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Compared with other ionization techniques, the FAB ionization method

provides the following advantages:

(1). No heating is required to bring the analyte into gas phase since

sample ions are sputtered from the solution surface. Therefore, FAB MS is the right

choice for such compounds which are thermally labile or ionic;

(2). FAB allows the analysis of both positive and negative ionic species

by providing both positive and negative spectra;

(3). Preparation of the analyte as a solution in a liquid matrix allows for

longer lived spectra, accurate mass measurement and metastable scanning as well as

repeated analyses when a reproducibility check is needed;

(4). The amount of sample needed is small. Sample preparation is

relatively simple and the technique is very easy to learn. Moreover, it can be retrofitted

to virtually any mass spectrometer at minimal cost.

Based on these advantages, FAB MS has become the favorite technique

for the analysis of both organic and organometallic compounds.

1.1.3. E/B Sector Double Focusing Mass Analyzers [100]

E/B sector double focusing mass analyzers consists of an electrostatic

analyzer and a magnetic analyzer. The term "double focusing" refers to the two

focusing modes: the magnetic analyzer offsets angular divergence of the ion beam,

giving directional focusing, and the electrostatic analyzer achieves velocity focusing,

since ions with different energies but the same mass are brought to a focus. As shown

in Fig. 1 1 , the forward-geometry mass analyzer consists of a 90° electrostatic analyzer
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(E) followed by a 90* magnetic sector with a slit between them, often described as an

EB sector double focusing mass analyzer. The electrostatic analyzer consists of two

parallel curved plates at a potential difference E. Ions entering the electrostatic analyzer

will follow a circular path which meets the equation:

ZeE = m„Vn2/rc (1)

where E is the electric field strength; re is the radius of the electrostatic analyzer; Ze and

mn, Vn are the charge, mass and velocity of the ion, respectively. The kinetic energy of

the ion when it leaves the ion source is shown in equation 2.

ZeV = mnVn2/2 (2)

where V is the accelerating potential. So, combining (1) and (2), we get

re = 2V/E (3)

From the equation (3), we can see that ions of different energies will follow paths of

different radii Tq with a constant electric field E. If the electric field E and the analyzer

radius fg are preset, only ions with a certain energy can pass through the electrostatic

analyzer, the others either collide with the analyzer walls or the jaws of the slit. Thus,

there is a certain tolerance of ion kinetic energies that are passed through the electric

field (E) with a certain beta slit width which determines the certain range of radii to be

passed onto the magnetic field (B), i.e. the beta slit width determines the velocity

spread of the ions, resolved by E, allowed to enter the magnetic sector (B). This is so-

called velocity focusing. When an ion enters the magnetic field (B), the direction of its

velocity, but not the magnitude, is changed in according to Newton's second law, as

shown in equation 4.

re = mnVn/ZeB (4)
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Where ninVn is the momentum, B is the magnetic field strength. This is called

directional focusing.

In a classic Nier-Johnson instrument, ions flying through the magnetic

field are focused at only one point. The ion detector is positioned at a fixed radius r

such that ions of different momenta are detected individually by scanning the magnetic

field. Since the ions entering the magnetic field B have the same velocity Vn as

obtained from acceleration in the ion source, the velocity term in equation 2 can

substitute that in equation 4 and this expression can be solved for any mn/z value as

shown in equation 5. •

m„/z = B2rB2/2V (5)

Thus, by scanning the magnetic field B to higher fields at a fixed accelerating potential

V and radius re, the certain m/z ions (in an increasing order) will be sequentially

focused onto the collector slit when the radius re of the group of ions equals the fixed

radius r. The double-focusing mass spectrometers commercially available today, such

as Kratos Concept IS, are based on the Nier-Johnson geometry.

Electric

Sector (E)

Magneuc
Sector (B)

Collector Slit

Beu Slit

:: Alpha Slit

Main Slit

Collision Cell

Ion Optics

Volume Direct Insertion Probe

Ion Source

Figure 1 1. Schematic diagram of EB type mass spectrometer [44]
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1.1.4. Metastable Ions and Linked Scans

1.1.4.1. Metastable Ions

The ions formed in the ion source have certain lifetime, depending on their

internal energy. Metastable ions are those that are sufficiently stable to leave the

ionization chamber, but will decompose before reaching the collector. Metastable ions

can decompose anywhere along their path through the mass spectrometer, after leaving

the ion source. Their lifetimes are usually several tens of microseconds, and their

internal energies are only several tenths of an electron volt greater than those of the

lowest energy dissociation fragments. Therefore, metastable ions generally produce

only a few fragment ions in their dissociate reactions, all of them resulting from the

lowest energy dissociation mechanisms. Meanwhile, if a rearrangement reaction has a

critical energy less than that of the lowest energy dissociation reaction, the

rearrangement can occur before the ion fragments. This makes the interpretation of

mass spectra more complex.

Since only the lowest energy dissociation reactions can be observed for

metastable ions, rearrangement reactions will dominate the spectra due to their lower

energy pathways. Several methods of ionic excitation have been developed to increase

the amount of their internal energies resulting in more diagnostic simple-cleavage

reactions. Among them, the collision of a high-velocity ion with a target gas molecule,

referred to as collision activation (CA), is the most common one. Ions with large

transitional energies collide inelastically with neutral atoms or molecules, normally

hydrogen, helium, or air converting part of the transitional energy of the ion into

internal energy, and this subsequently causes decomposition of the ion [101-103].
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The characteristics of the metastable peaks depend on the type of

instrument and the region in which the transitions take place. In an E/B double

focusing mass spectrometer, there are three field-free regions (sometimes called drift

region) in which the ions are not acted on by either magnetic or electric fields. As

shown in Figure 2, 'm*. ^m*, ^m* regions represent the first, second and third field-

free regions, respectively. The dimensions of these regions can range from a few

centimeters to more than a meter in length. If daughter ions are produced in the

acceleration region, they are not transmitted by the electric sector. Ions formed within

the sector are not normally transmitted, either. If ions are formed within the magnetic

analyzer, they become tiny and background noise. Since ions formed in the third field-

free region will be collected at the same m/z values as the parent ions, in practice,

metastable transitions are usually only observed in either the first or the second field-

free regions.

Normal metastable peaks are readily identified in a normal mass spectrum

because they usually occur at non-integral m/z values, m* = m22/mi' and they are

almost always much broader than normal peaks with relatively lower abundance.

To induce the ion dissociation and improve the sensitivity, collision cells

are used, which are set in the defined field-free regions, to allow the use of a collision

gas. A typical collision cell is about 1cm long, with its entrance slit normally located at

an ion optical focal point. Differential pumping systems have been used to minimize

the gas load in the rest of the mass spectrometer [104].

Figure 1 1 shows the metastable transitions appearing in the first field-free

region. Metastable transitions can be expressed by the following equation:

mi+ —^> m2'*" + n
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where mi+ means parent ion, m2''" means daughter ion and n is neutral radical.

The number of collisions is proportional to the target gas pressure in the

collision cell. Since the pressure in the collision cell can't be measured directly, the

number of collisions is adjusted by increasing or decreasing the target gas pressure in

the cell so the user-selected ion signal is attenuated by a certain percentage [105]. In

our experiment, the attenuation of the ion signal by 50% could allow to get the highest

sensitivity. In addition, the energy uptaken by user-selected precursor ions can be

controlled by the size of collision target gas [106]. Helium is the best for high-energy

collisions because it minimizes scattering and neutralizing [M+H]+ activation.

However, the increased atomic size of Xe and Ar allows more efficient activation of

[M+H]"*" ions, but the competitive scattering and neutralizing processes are increased

resulting in sensitivity losses [44].

Study of metastable ions and collision activated decomposition can

establish the relationships between parent ions and daughter ions, and hence the nature

of the decomposition pattern. Decompositions taking place after the ion source are

generally the same as those occurring within it, so the fragmentation pattern

established by studying the metastable ions corresponds to that taking place in the ion

source.

1.1.4.2. Linked Scans

The unambiguous analysis of metastable ions and collision-activated

spectra requires the operation of double focusing magnetic instruments in a

nonstandard way (linked scan techniques) or the combination of mass spectrometers

(MS/MS). The benefits and drawbacks of reverse and normal double focusing
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magnetic instruments and different tandem instruments have been discussed by Busch

and co-workers [101]. Here, we only discuss the three most commonly encountered

scan modes — daughter ion, parent ion and neutral loss.

(a). Daughter Ion Scans (B/E) [107]

This method involves simultaneous scanning of the magnetic and

electrostatic fields so that the ratio B/E remains constant. This type of scan records all

fragment ions which originated from a specified precursor ion. This gives maximum

sensitivity and good resolution.

In such experiments, the ion mi+ is first tuned through the electric

analyzer E and magnetic analyzer B, fixing the ratio of Bi/Ei. In order to make the

fragment ions m2"*' go through the electric analyzer E and magnetic analyzer B, the

following equation should be satisfied:

E2= Ei(m2/mi) (6)

rmB2e = m2V2 (7)

Since the ion mi+ fragments in the reaction region and experiences no further

acceleration or deceleration, the velocity of the daughter ion is the same as that of the

parent ion, Vi = V2, together with

rmBie = miVi (8)

We have

B2/B 1 = E2/E1 = m2/mi (9)
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thus

B2/E2 = Bi/Ei = constant K(mi) (10)

Hence if B and E are first set so that M is detected, then changing both values

simultaneously so that their ratio remains constant will allow successive detection of

the daughter ions mj and hence identification of all the species produced by

fragmentation of a particular parent species.

(b). Parent Ion Scans (B2/E) [107]

These scans sweep the ESA potential (E) and the magnetic field (B)

simultaneously so that the ratio B^/E remains constant. In this way, the B^/E scan

provides all of the parent ions of a certain daughter ion m2"*', while keeping the

accelerating voltage V constant to give maximum sensitivity and good resolution.

In the experiment, the ion m2+ is carried through the electric analyzer E and

magnetic analyzer B, thereby setting the value of B22/E2. Suppose in the first field-free

region, we have:

mi + —> m2"^ + n'

mi *" —> m2'*" + n"

In order to make fragment ion m2'*" go through the electric analyzer E and magnetic

analyzer B, the following conditions have to be met:

eE2' = (m2V22)/rc (H)

rmB2'e = m2V2 (12)
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By (12)2/(11), we get:

(B2')2/E2'= (m2re)/(rn,2e) (13)

Since m2, re, fm are all fixed, (B2')2/E2' is constant. Thus because the ratio of the

electric field to the square of the magnetic field is constant, all ions that dissociate to a

given daughter ion in the reaction region are detected.

(c). Constant Neutral Loss (CNL) Scans (B2(1.E)/e2)

These scans sweep the electric field and the magnetic field such that the

ratio b2(1-E)/e2 remains constant. Only fragment ions produced by loss of a specific

neutral species are detected. This type of scan records either the masses of aU

precursor ions that lose a particular neutral species, or the masses of all fragment ions

produced by loss of this neutral species.

In the experiment, in order to make the parent ion mi+ go through the

accelerating area, and the fragment ion m2'^ pass through the electric and magnetic

sector, the following equation must be satisfied:

eV = (miVi2)/2 (20)

E = m2/mi = 1-mn/mi (21)

eBv2 = (m2V22)/rn, (22)

together with vi = V2, we have:

m* = m22/mi = (rm2B2e)/2V = mnE2/(I-E) (23)
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So, we get:

B2(l-E)/E2 = (2Vm„)/(rm2e) (24)

Since V, mn and fm arc fixed, B2(l-E)/E2 is a constant. Thus, by scanning both the

electric and magnetic sectors with constant B2(l-E)/E2. all parent and daughter ions

with the same neutral fragment loss are collected [108,109].

There are several advantages associated with observing metastable

transitions in the first field-free region as opposed to the second field-free region of an

E/B instrument. First, each transition in the first field-free region is normally

unequivocally identified in terms of the mass of parent and daughter ions; secondly, all

of the precursor ions of m2+, all of the daughter ions of mi+ and all parent-daughter

ion pairs with constant neutral mass loss can be detected in each scan, respectively;

third, normal ions generally do not interfere and the artifact peaks are readily identified

due to their unique narrow peak characteristics; and finally, in the absence of normal

ions, the electron multiplier (collection sensitivity) can be increased and so weak

transitions may be detected.
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1.2.1. Mass Spectrometric Studies in Aryltin Chemistry

The first aryltin compound studied by mass spectrometry was phenyltin in

1966 [110, 111]. In these papers, mass spectrometric behavior of tetraphenyltin and

other aliphatic substituted tin compounds are discussed: (1) fragmentation of the

molecular ion by elimination of a ligand radical; (2) ligand loss by elimination of an

unsaturated hydrocarbon with hydrogen rearrangement; (3) the elimination of neutral

ligand pairs.

Chambers et al. [1 12] expanded this topic to a wider range of substituents.

They reported the fragmentation behavior of aryltin compounds [SnPhnEt4.n (n=0-4),

SnPhaX (X=F, CI, Br, or I), Sn2R6 (R=Et, Ph)] at 70eV EI. They found that parent

ions are always of low abundance and decompose mainly by elimination of an odd-

electron neutral fragment, whereas Ar3Sn+ ions are of high abundance and lose even-

electron fragments. Tin-containing species are dominant in the ion current.

In 1969, Miller [113] reported the mass spectrometric studies of

(C6F5)4Sn. He observed rearrangements of the bonds, involving fluorine migration to

the central atom, forming perfluorophenylene ions and neutral metal fluoride species.

Most of the ion current is carried by metal fluoride ions, while SnF''" formed the base

peaks in the spectrum. Later on, his group [114] recorded the mass spectra of

PhsSnSCeFs and PhsSnOC^Fs and compared them with the corresponding

pentafluorophenyl derivatives. They pointed out that sulfur and oxygen compounds

show fewer rearrangements leading to the formation of metal fluoride than do simple

CsFs derivatives. The ions ArsSn"^ are usually observed as the base peaks in their

studies. Ions containing Sn-S appear more stable than Sn-0 species.
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Gielen et al.[115] recorded the mass spectra of a series of compounds of

alkyldimethyl-sec-butyltin, alkyldimethyl (-methylbenzyl)tin, alkyltriisobutyltin, and

trimethyltin halides. Their results confirmed the fragmentation rules described earlier

[111, 112]. Harrison et al. [116] reported the mass spectra of Me2Sn(SMe)2,

(R3Sn)2S (R=Me or Ph) and (R2SnR)3 (R=Me, Bu or Ph). They found the

fragmentation patterns were similar to those of other organotin derivatives and

showed no unusual features attributable to possible S-Sn 7C-bonding effects and

confirmed (R2SnR)3 are cyclic trimers.

Wharf et al. [117] reported the EI mass spectrometric results of the

hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA) adducts PhsSnXHMPA (X=C1, Br, I, and

NCS), Ph2SnX2-2HMPA (X=C1, Br, I, and NCS), and Ph2SnX2HMPA (X=C1,

Br, and I [118]). They observed that the Sn-HMPA bond in the parent ions becomes

stronger in the order I<Br<Cl and that the Sn-HMPA bond in PhsSn-HMPA* is

weaker than that in Ph3Sn-HMPA+ .

HMPA (hexamethylphosphoramide) adducts of phenyltin (TV) [Ph3SnX-HMPA

(X=C1, Br, I); Ph2SnX2-2HMPA (X=Br, I); Ph2SnX2HMPA (X=Br, I) were

studied [119] with FAB in glycerol/HMPA matrix and EI. Neither EI nor FAB give

parent ions, but for FAB there is a much higher proportion of the metal-containing

ions. The main difference in the FAB spectra is the preferential loss of halide

compared to phenyl, the reverse of that observed in the EI spectra. Such preferential

loss has been discussed by Miller et al. [120] in term of preferential solvation of

halide ions by the FAB matrix.

The mass spectrometric investigation of the thermal decomposition of tetrakis(N,

N-diethylthiocarbamato)tin (IV) in vacuum was carried by Bratspies et al.[121]. Mass

spectra were recorded for p-CH2SnMePhC6H4CMe:NNHC02R [R=(-)-menthyl];
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PhSnMeRCH2Ph (R=Me, Et, CHiPh), MeSnPh2R [R=Me, Bu, (CH2)iiMe,

(MeSnPh2CH2)2CH2 and p-ClSnMePhC6H4COMe by Gielen [122].

Another group of aryltin compounds (SnClPhs, SnCL^nPhn) [123] were studied

in order to compare EI and FAB spectra as well as various matrix liquids (eg.

sulfolane, glycerol, thioglycerol, diamylphenol, 18-crown-6/tetra-gIyme, p-

nitrophenyloctylether) used in the FAB ionization technique. Little difference was

observed between EI and FAB mass spectra with a low abundance of molecular ion

being found in both cases. Only one major difference was cited involving the loss of

halide preferentially over the loss of phenyl in FAB and the opposite trend in the case

of EI. Similarly, no significant parent ions were seen for various matrices including

glycerol and sulfolane, although there were some ions in which a sulfolane molecule

was coordinated to the organometallic halide.

The EI and FAB (in p-nitrophenyl-n-octyl ether (NPOE) matrix) mass spectra of

the tris-p-fluorophenyl and tris-p-chlorophenyl tin halide (X=C1, Br, I) are reported

[120], along with the mass spectral data for their mono-hexamethylphosphoramide

(HMPA) adducts. Parent ions are absent in both EI and FAB spectra for the adducts,

and for the free Lewis acids in FAB and in some of the EI spectra. NPOE as a matrix

liquid is observed to weakly complex with the free Lewis acids. For the HMPA

adducts, little ligand displacement is observed. Metal-HMPA fragments are of higher

abundance than observed for analogous systems when using excess HMPA as a

matrix liquid. Fluoride and chloride migrations to tin are observed for both the free

organometallics and their HMPA adducts in the EI spectra. However, they are only

observed in the FAB spectra for the free organometallics.

Recently, R. H. Dahm and his co-workers reported negative EI mass spectra of

R4-nSnCln (n=l-3) in general studies of the fragmentation of organotin compounds
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under negative EI mode [124], They suggested ion-molecule reaction occured at the

low pressure, accompanied by intermolecular rearrangement.
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1.2.2. Mass Spectrometric Study of Alkali Halide Cluster

Clusters, like the other different descriptions of the state of a substance, has been

called the 'Tifth state of matter" [125], which is used to describe the aggregation of

atoms. Studying clusters is very helpful for understanding the vapor-to-condensed

phase transition of all matter. In order to elucidate the cluster structure of matter,

many techniques have been used such as X-ray, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

and electron spin resonance (ESR), mass spectrometry and others.

The first mass spectroscopic studies on the polymerization of alkali-metal

chlorides were reported by Milne and his coworkers [126]. They used a copper

knudsen cell to hold the salts at their melting points and then analyzed the vapor at

70eV EI mode. They reported the cluster number was two, which was thought the

decomposition might happen during the vaporization of the salts. With the new ion

sources' coming, it shows up great interests to mass spectrometrists. Various "soft"

ionization methods have also been used to study the cluster formation of alkali metal

halide, such as field desorption (FD) [127], laser desorption (LD) [128] and

secondary ionization mass spectrometry (SIMS) [129].

The earliest report by using FAB to study the alkali halides came from Bateman's

group [130]. They reported the clusters of alkali halide salts were up to very large

masses (>25,000), in the forms of [M(MX)n]''" and [X(MX)n]", where M represents

the alkali metal and X the halogen. Beynon and his group [131] investigated the

relative stability of positive alkali halide cluster ions [M(MX)n]"*" without matrix under

FAB conditions. They concluded that the more stable cluster ions do exist, which

depend on their preferred configurations. The larger metal halide cluster ions, e.g.
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potassium bromide and potassium iodide ionic clusters, have the similar stable

structures which are independent of their ionic radii. Javanaud and Eagles [132] have

studied NaCl, KCl and several other inorganic salts in a glycerol matrix, suggesting

that FAB shows more resemblance to FD rather than EI spectra. They have also

reported extensive coordination of the matrix glycerol to the cationized clusters. Miller

and Theberge studied the FAB spectra of alkali metal fluorides and chlorides both in

solid states and in glycerol matrix [133]. As the concentration of salts/glycerol

solution decrease, the spectra become more complicated while the data from the high

salt concentration solution are quite the same as those of solids. Some decomposition

processes were also discussed. Wong and Rollgen [134] studied the effect of a

glycerol matrix on the cluster ion formation for alkali halides and ammonium halides.

They proposed that glycerol promote the formation of cluster ions by lowering the

energy transfer to sputtered particles. Hwang et al [135] reported the study of the

unimolecular decomposition of [Cs(CsI)n]"*' cluster ions, including the relative

stability and the evaporation dynamics. They suggested the anomalies in frequency

distribution could be due to the low evaporation dynamics rather than the formation

rate.
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1.3 The Focus and Goals of This Thesis

The work in this thesis focused on the study of the mass spectrometric behavior

of organometallic and inorganic compounds and the applicabihty of the fast atom

bombardment technique to these compounds. Both aryltin compounds and allcali

halides have been chosen.

For the aryltin compounds, the studies have been focused on comparison of the

EI MS and FAB MS behavior. The FAB investigation was also aimed at gaining a

better understanding of the effects of the ligand type on the spectra has been explored,

the fragmentation mechanism of each sample has been investigated with linked scans,

such as daughter ion scans (B/E) and parent ion scans (B^/E), as well as collision

activation decomposition (CAD) method.

Negative ion FAB experiments of all the compounds have been done under

different conditions. Negative ion EI has been carried out on halo-substituted

compounds to study gaseous ion chemistry which is expected to provide an effective

detection method for organotin compounds [136].

Also, Ab initio molecular orbital calculations [ 1 37] were used to determine the

possible structures of fragments by comparing their relative stability.

For alkali halides, potassium fluoride and potassium chloride were studied to

compare their different effects on the conditions of sample preparation. Both positive

and negative FAB experiments have been carried out.
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Chapter II

EXPERIMENT

2.1. Instrumentation

All experimental data, including positive/negative ion AB, and their linked

scan mass spectra, were recorded on a Concept IS double focusing mass spectrometer

with a combined ELUIC and a modified Krauts AB source.

In the experiments, the samples were introduced into the source directiy

via a heated solid probe. The temperature of the source is 180°C, while the samples

were heated to the temperatures, as shown in Table 3, which are appropriate for

ionization of each specific compound. A 70eV ionization energy was used for

bombardment. For collecting normal EI and EI linked scan mass spectra, an

accelerating voltage of 8 KV was used with a corresponding mass range of 30 to 1000

mass units. The resolving power used was 1000 and the magnet was scanned at 10

seconds/decade. Calibration of both normal and linked scan mass spectra was

performed using perfluorokerosene (PFK).

In the FAB experiments, samples, which were dissolved in the matrix,

were placed on a stainless steel probe tip and bombarded with energetic fast atoms

produced by an Ion Tech Ltd. saddle-field type fast atom gun. The FAB experiments
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were performed at room temperature. Xenon was used as the bombarding atom and

the gun was operated at approximately 1.0mA providing fast atoms with an energy of

7.5KeV. For collecting normal and CAD mass spectra , an accelerating voltage of 8

KV was used with a corresponding mass range of 30 to 1000 mass units. The

resolution was 1000 and the speed of the magnet scan was 10 seconds/decade.

For positive ion FAB, the calibration was achieved using Tris-

(perfluoroheptyl)-S-triazine. For negative ion FAB, CsI/LiCl Img/ml solution was

used to calibrate the instrument.

For observing metastable ions, the scan modes used were B/E (fragment

ion scans) and B^/E ( precursor ion scans). Metastable transitions in the first field-free

region were observed, i.e. in the region before the electrostatic analyzer but after the

accelerating region of the ion source. For recording the collision activation positive ion

FAB spectra, helium was used as the collision gas at a pressure sufficient to attenuate

the main ion beam by 50% of its original value.

Data was collected with a Kratos Mach 3 data system. Ions were identified

by pattern matching of isotope clusters, using deconvolution when necessary. In all

the FAB spectra, the data system was used for the background subtraction of the

matrix peaks for aryltin compounds. At low masses, the matrix subtraction did not

always completely remove the matrix peaks, a result of the variation of the matrix

spectrum with concentration.

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were recorded on a 200MHz Brucker

AC200 spectrometer operating at 74.6 MHz, in order to examine the purity of the

samples. Samples were dissolved in CDCI3, using an external reference MeSn4. All

spectra were measured at room temperature. The data of •i^Sn chemical shift are listed

in Table 1.
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2.2 Sample Preparation

2.2.1. Aryltin Compounds

All of the aryltin compounds were supplied by Dr. Ivor Wharf, McGill

University and Dawson College, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Preparation of some of

them have been reported previously [138]. ^^^Sn NMR was used to identify the

sample's purity. Samples were further purified by recrystallisations from either ether

or hexane. The data are listed in Table 1.

For positive FAB, the matrix was 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA). The

analyte compound was weighed and premixed by adding certain amount matrix. Then,

the appropriate solution was applied to the surface of a stainless steel probe tip 2mm in

diameter until the entire surface was covered. For negative ion FAB, NBA was used

as the matrix. In order to get the negative ion peaks, potassium chloride was dissolved

in H2O and then was added into different samples.
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Table 1. Aryltin compounds

Formula Molecular Weight ii'Sn Chemical Shift

(p-CH3SC6H4)SnPh3
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2.2.2. Alkali Halides

The solid samples of fluoride and chloride compounds were prepared as

follows. A saturated aqueous solution of the salt was prepared and the stainless steel

probe tip dipped in the solution. The coated probe tip was then dried at 150°C before it

was put into the ionization source. The series solutions of salts were prepared by

successively diluting their saturated solutions by 10 times with deionized water.

The salt/glycerol samples were prepared by mixing certain amount salt

with the required weight of glycerol to achieve the desired mole ratio. When acid was

added into the salt/glycerol solution, pH meter was used to record the pH value.
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Table 2. Other Reagents Used in This Thesis

Names
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3.3. Computation

In order to compare the relative stability of fragments, Ab initio molecular

orbital calculations [139] have been carried out with either Spartan v.4.0 [140] on a

Silicon Graphics SGI Indigo2 R8000 workstation or Macspartan Plus v.1.0 [141] on

a PowerMacintosh 7600/120 computer. The procedure was performed as follows:

(1) Building models in the working area;

(2) Saving the file and selecting Afc initio from the setup menu;

(3) Specifying the task as "Geometry Optimization" at Hartree-Fock (HF) level

with the 3-21* basis set. For neutral species, the charge was set as 0; for a

singly charged ion, the charge was set as 1.

(4) Setting the spin multiplicity as 1 for even electron species, which means single-

determinant wave-function and 2 for unpaired electrons.

(5) The output of the total energy was changed into kJ/mol.

( 1 hartree = 2625.500 kJ/mol

)

In order to distinguish the overlap of the peaks, mass deconvolution

calculations were performed with MassDecon, a simple least-squares fit program

which is written in Fortran 77 [142].
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Chapter III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Aryltin Compounds

3.1.1. EI MS studies

I. Positive EI Spectra

The EI mass spectra and partial data of all aryltin compounds studied in

this thesis are listed in Figure 14 (pp.93-97) and Table 3 (pp.47). These compounds

are classified into different groups according to their ligand types. As in all previous EI

spectra of aryltin compounds, 70-90% of the ion-current is carried by tin-containing

species. Only metal containing data are listed in the tables since these are the object of

our study. The total ion-current of an ion is assigned to the nominal mass calculated

for 120sn, 32s^ 16o, 12c^ 35^1, 79bi- isotopes. Ion currents of all metal-containing

ions in a spectrum have been summed. Each ion is expressed as a percentage of this

sum.

Compared with other aryltin compounds studied previously, such as

Ar4Sn (Ar= 0-CH3C6H4, 3,5-(CH3)2C6H3, et al) [143] and Ph4Sn [1 10, 1 18], the EI

mass spectra of the compounds studied in my work have the following features:

Like other groups of aryltin compounds studied previously, tin-containing

species are still predominant in all spectra. For most compounds, the peak formed by
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losing an odd-electron neutral species from the parent radical ion is the most abundant

one in every spectrum. In most cases, the even-electron ions, such as ArsSn* and

ArSn+, are the most abundant. The ions can be formed either by sequential loss of

odd-electron neutral fragment (Ar») or by elimination of even-electron neutral

fragments (Ar2). The commonly observed peaks of ligand-related ions in the EI

spectra are Ph+, Ph2+, Ar+, ArH+, Ar2+ and Ar2H+.

On the other hand, unlike the previous studies, most of the aryltin

compounds studied in this thesis show the molecular peaks and they are fairly intense.

For (p-ThAnis)3SnX group, the EI spectra of chlorine and bromine substituted

compounds show poly-halo substituent peaks, which suggest that the reactions

between ions and molecules might occur, even under the low pressure of the EI

source. Negative EI techniques and linked scan methods are used to investigate the

ion-molecule reactions for (p-ThAnis)3SnX ( X = CI, Br, I ) compounds.

Effect of the ligand type on the EI spectra

In this project, the analyzed compounds are classified into five categories:

(1) (p-ThAnis)nSnPh4.„ (n=l-4)

(2) (p-ThAnis)3SnX (X=C1, Br, I)

(3) (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl and (p-ThAnis)3SnCl

(4) (p-(CH3)2NC6H4)4Sn and (p-ThAnis)4Sn

(5) Ph3Sn(o-pyr) and Ph3Sn(p-ThAnis)

For category (1) compounds, the spectra are very similar. The molecular

ion peaks are quite intense. All of them almost follow the same fragmentation patterns.
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Even-electron ion peaks are predominant. As the number of sulfur atom in the

substituents increases, the intensities of the molecular ion peaks increase and reach a

maximum value at n=3. The peak of [M-Ar]+ (where, Ar=Ph or p-ThAnis) is the most

abundant. In the spectra of compounds (p-CH3SC6H4)2SnPh2 and (p-

CH3SC6H4)3SnPh, the peak at m/z 443, i.e. (p-CH3SC6H4)2SnPh+ ion, is the base

peak. But in the spectrum of compound (p-CH3SC6H4)SnPh3, the base peak appears

at m/z 397, i.e. Ph2Sn (p-CH3SC6H4)+ ion; while in the spectrum of compound (p-

CH3SC6H4)4Sn, the peak at m/z 443 still shows up. This means PhSn(p-

CH3SC6H4)2+ or C6H4HSn (p-CH3SC6H4)2+ is formed. The more details about the

mechanism of ion formation will be discussed in Section 3.1.3.

For category (2), the spectrum of each compound shows some

differences. (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl has the most intense molecular ion peak, which is

much more intense than (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnBr or (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnI compounds.

The molecular ion peak of the bromide compound is very tiny. Ion-molecule reactions

occur in both (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl and (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnBr compounds

demonstrated by the appearance of the very intense multi-halo substituent ion peaks in

the spectra, e.g. in the spectrum of (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnBr, (p-CH3SC6H4)2SnBr2'^ is

the base peak. In contrast, (p-CH3SC6H4)3Sn"'" is the most intense peak in (p-

CH3SC6H4)3SnI spectrum which does not show any poly-iodo substituted peak,

which suggest the cleavage of Sn-I bond is the predominant process. The

fragmentation of (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnI is much simpler than those of (p-

CH3SC6H4)3SnCl and (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnBr. The number and intensity of ligand-

related peaks like Ar+, Ar2''', ArH+ increase.

For category (3), the difference between the two spectra (see pp.90-91) is

very obvious. Compared with the spectrum of (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl, the spectrum of

(o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl is very simple. It has a very weak molecular ion peak at m/z
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476. Most tin-containing peaks are very small except the peak at m/z 369, which is

interpreted to be (o-CH30C6H4)2SnCl+ ion. The ligand-rclated peaks show the

strongest intensities, like (o-CH30C6H4)2+ m/z 214, (o-CH30C6H4)+ m/z 107, et al.

In the spectrum of (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl, the molecular ion peak (m/z 524) is the base

peak. It has some ligand-related peaks, like m/z 246 (p-CH3SC6H4)2+ ion, m/z 124

(p-CH3SC6H4)H+ ion, m/z 231 [(p-CH3SC6H4)2-CH3]+ ion. Such peaks only take a

small part in the spectrum. Most peaks are of tin-containing species. Also there are

poly-halo substituted ion peaks observed in (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl spectrum, but not in

(o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl spectrum.

In category (4), the EI spectrum of (p-CH3SC6H4)4Sn is more

complicated than that of (p-(CH3)2NC6H4)4Sn (see pp. 94 and 95). [p-

(CH3)2NC6H4]4Sn spectrum only shows several peaks at m/z 600, 480, 240, 120.

Some tin-containing peaks like m/z 359, 240 are so small that linked scan can not be

applied to study their fragmentation. In contrast, the tin-containing species in (p-

CH3SC6H4)4Sn spectrum have fairly strong intensities. Also it has more fragments

than [p-(CH3)2NC6H4]4Sn does.

Category (5) consists of (p-CH3SC6H4)SnPh3 and Ph3Sn(o-pyr)

compounds. In the spectrum of Ph3Sn(o-pyr) compound (see pp. 95), the peaks at

m/z 429, 353, 274, 232, 197, 120 are very high. Most of them, except 232, are tin-

containing species, while 232 is considered to be Ph2(o-pyr)"'" ion. In contrast, the tin-

containing peaks in (p-CH3SC6H4)SnPh3 spectrum are much lower (see pp.93).

Based on the above data and observation, it can be concluded that the

ligand types have significant effects on the EI mass spectra, which might be caused by

many factors, such as the bonding energy, ionization energy, the electronegativity, etc.

All of these factors will be discussed with details in Section 3. 1 .3.
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II. Negative EI Spectra

Since poly-halo substituted ion peaks can be seen in the positive ion EI

spectra of the second group of compounds, all the halo-substituted tin compounds

were run under negative EI mode to investigate whether similar ion molecule reactions

happened in the gas phase as in positive EI system. No related peaks have been

obtained in this experiment. The reason might be the lower sensitivity of detection of

negative ions and the weaker signal of the negative ions formed by these kinds of

compounds.
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Table 3. Positive EI MS Data* of Aryltin Compounds

(1) (p-CH3SC6H4)nSnPh4-n

Ions





(2) (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnX

48

Ions+
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(3) [p-(CH3)2NC6H4)]4Sn

Ions+
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3.1.2. FAB MS Studies

I. Positive FAB Studies

a. Matrix Optimization:

As in an earlier study of aryltin compounds [100], several matrix liquids

were studied, including glycerol, 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol (NBA), 2-nitrophenyl octyl

ether (NPOE), monothioglycerol (TGL), tetramethylene sulfone (SUL), 1 ,3-dimethyl-

3,4,5,6-tetrahydro-2(lH)-pyrimidinone (DTP), 2,2'-thiodiethanol (TDL), and

diamylphenol (DPL). Only NBA and NPOE provided usable spectra, with NBA

giving the best results for the aryltin compounds. Therefore, NBA was used as matrix

liquid in this project.

In order to examine the influence of the matrix on the spectrum, such as

the analyte's concentration in the matrix, a series of solutions with different mole ratios

of matrix to analyte has been tried. The data are listed in Table 4 and Figure 12 (pp.52-

54). Table 4 (a) lists the ion peak intensities of major tin-containing species read from

the scan spectra. All the intensities of each spectrum in table 4 (a) were summed, and

then each ion is expressed as a percentage of this sum, which were listed in Table 4

(b). From low mole ratio to high mole ratio of matrix to analyte, the absolute

intensities of each species dropped while the relative intensities kept constant. This

suggests the concentration of analyte in matrix does not play such an important role in

ionizing analytes as that of the solubility of the matrix for the analytes, i.e. a well

dissolved analyte will give the most intense ion peaks, rather than matrix peaks as the

predominant peaks which can depress the analyte peaks. The concentration does not
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change the spectrum patterns, but it can change the total intensity of peaks. This

change appears dramatically only when the concentration gets out of a certain range.

Table 4. Positive Ion FAB MS Datai.2 of Aryltin Compounds
Dissolved in NBA in Different Mole Ratios

(p-CH3SC6H4)3SnPh in NBA

(a)

Anal/Mat (mole/mole)
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b. Positive FAB Spectra in NBA Matrix

The partial positive ion FAB mass spectral data of the aryltin compounds

in Table 1 in NBA matrix are listed in Table 5 (pp.58-60) and Figure 15 (pp.98- 102).

Unlike the other aryltin compounds studied previously [100, 1 10-120], in most of the

spectra, the molecular ion peaks exist, except (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnI, (p-

CH3SC6H4)3SnBr and (p-Me2NC6H4)4Sn. All of these molecular ion peaks are like

those in EI spectra. They do not show the (M+H)+ peaks, but that of (p-

CH3SC6H4)3SnI does have (M+H)+ peak show up at m/z 617. The reason for the

difference must come from the property of the substituents. (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnI is

less proton-attractive than the matrix (NBA), which causes the matrix to prefer to keep

the proton. Ar3Sn"'" peaks are the strongest tin-containing peaks in most of the spectra,

except chloride and bromide aryltin compounds. Matrix-related peaks show up in most

of the spectra, except for (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl.

Effect of Ligand Type on the FAB Spectra

The partial positive ion FAB MS data in Table 5 shows the effect of ligand

types on FAB spectra. The same as for the positive EI spectra, all of the compounds

are classified into the five groups.

(1) (p-ThAnis)nSnPh4.n (n=l-4)

(2) (p-ThAnis)3SnX (X=C1, Br, I)

(3) (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl and (p-ThAnis)3SnCl

(4) (p-(CH3)2NC6H4)4Sn and (p-ThAnis)4Sn
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(5) Ph3Sn(o-pyr) and PhaSnCp-ThAnis)

The +ve FAB mass spectra of compounds in category (1) shown in page

98 and 99, after subtracting the matrix background, show quite similar fragmentation

pattern. The main peaks are of those tin-containing species like EI. The difference with

EI is that the matrix related peaks are observed in the +ve FAB spectra, such as

[MNBA - H]+ , [MNBA-CH20H]+
, [MNBA-N02]+, et al. The matrix peaks at

m/z=154, 289, 307, 460 are the most intense peaks in the spectra of this group which

suggest the solubility of Ph4.nSn(p-CH3SC6H4)n in NBA is still limited. Among the

tin-containing peaks, even-electron ion peaks are predominant. The major fragments

are Ar3Sn+ (Ar = Ph or P-CH3SC6H4) followed by ArSn+, even [Ar2Sn-H]+ ions can

be seen, but no Ar2Sn'+ peak can be observed.

For the spectra of group (2) compounds (see pp. 101-102), chlorine

substituted compounds have the most intense tin-containing ion peaks among the

group. The bromide compounds also show the poly-halo substituted peaks, Br2Sn(p-

CH3SC6H4)2'*', and its intensity is also strong, while the molecular ion peak is almost

lost. The molecular ion peak shows up as [M+H]+ at m/z 617 in the spectrum of (p-

CH3SC6H4)3SnI. The peak at m/z=197 might be [HSnC6H4]+ which suggests H-

migration happens during the fragmentation and the peak of [HSnC6H4]+ ion in

ArsSnBr spectrum is more intense than that in Ar3SnCl spectrum or in Ar3SnI

spectrum, details will be discussed in Section 3.3. The matrix peaks are still

predominant in the spectra as described for category (1) compounds.

The spectra change greatly in group (3), (4), and (5) (see pp. 94-96).

First, the matrix peaks are very tiny, especially in the spectra of (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl

and Ph3Sn(o-pyr). This suggests the good solubility in NBA of those compounds

which have nitrogen or oxygen element in the llgands. Second, compared with those
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compounds of sulfur-containing ligands, the compounds which have nitrogen or

oxygen atoms in their Hgands always have less intense molecular ion peaks. The

fragmentation is also relatively simple. Not many fragments can be observed. For (o-

CH30C6H4)3SnCl compound, its +ve FAB spectrum is almost the same as that of EI.

Based on above discussion and the data in Table 5, the effect of ligand

type on positive ion FAB spectrum is significant. Sometimes, this effect on the FAB

spectra is more obvious than that on the EI spectra.
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Table 5. Positive Ion FAB MS Data* of Aryltin compounds

(1) (p-CH3SC6H4)nSnPh4-n/NBA

Ions+
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(2) (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnX/NBA

Ions+
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(4) [p-(CH3)2NC6H4)]4Sn/NfBA

Ions +
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II. Negative Ion FAB MS Studies

To observe the negative ion FAB mass spectral behavior of such aryltin

compounds, all of the compounds in Table 1 were run in the NBA matrix in two

different ways. For those compounds having halogen substituents, the samples were run

only with NBA matrix. For those compounds which do not contain any halogen

element, the samples were premixed with NBA, then a KCI/H2O saturated solution was

added into it. However, no any significant peaks could be seen in their -ve FAB spectra

except (p-ThAnis)3SnCl, (p-ThAnis)3SnBr, (p-ThAnis)3SnI and (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl

compounds. In the -ve FAB spectra, the intensities are so low that reliable linked scan

data could not be obtained. Also the available fragments are so few that no detailed

fragmentation schemes for these compounds can be postulated.

This can be explained as the low sensitivity of negative ion FAB MS for

these compounds and the limited solubility of the analytes in NBA. On the other hand,

the chemical properties are proposed to play the key role. Further, the mechanism of

negative ion formation should also be considered.

The negative ion FAB MS data of (p-ThAnis)3SnCl, (p-ThAnis)3SnBr, (p-

ThAnis)3SnI and (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl are listed in Table 6. Most negative ions were

detected as adducts of halogen-substituted compounds, such as (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl2"

at m/z 559, (p-CH3SC6H4)2SnCl- at m/z 401, (p-CH3SC6H4)2SnI- at m/z 493, also

NBACl-atm/zl88etal.

From this experiment, it can be concluded that negative FAB whenever

possible will lead to much less fragmentation. It is only suitable for the compounds
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which have an electronegative center, but other compounds, such as tetra-aryltins, were

virtually not detectable under negative ion FAB condition.

Table 6. Negative Ion FAB MS Data of Aryltin Compounds
in NBA Matrix

(1) (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl/NBA (2) (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnBr/NBA

Ions
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3.1.3. Fragmentation Mechanism Studies

The detailed fragmentation patterns of aryltin compounds under positive

ion EI condition are plotted as schemes 1-10 (pp.72-81). For comparison, the detailed

mechanisms of the same compounds under positive ion FAB in NBA matrix are given

in schemes 11-20 (pp.82-91). In all of these schemes, solid lines indicate the

transitions verified by linked scans (B/E and B^/E), while dotted lines are supposed

transitions. In all of the transitions, the lost part is a neutral molecule or a neutral

radical, whose formula can be directly derived from the precursor ions. In order to

simplify the discussion, only ^^Osn of the ten isotopes is considered. Other isotopes

adopted for each element are 35C1, 79Br, 32s, iR, i^o, ^n and I2c.

For both EI schemes and +ve FAB schemes, the major decomposition

patterns of the organotin compounds in Table 1 are those as stated in the following

equations, the same as the result reported previously [1 1 1, 112]:

M+- Arn-2Sn+ + Ar2 (n=3 or 4) (25)

ArSn+ Sn+- + Ar (26)

In all cases the even-electron ions are the most abundant. Parent ions

decompose mainly by elimination of an odd-electron neutral fragment, i.e.

0E+ ^>EE+- [144].

Comparing the +EI and +ve FAB schemes, generally, most of the EI

schemes give more complex fragmentation pathways than their +ve FAB counterparts.

But due to the interaction between analytes and matrix, some matrix-related fragments

can be seen in +ve FAB schemes, actually, these fragments might exist in all spectra.
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Some of them get so weak intensities due to their limited solubilities in NBA that their

signals can not be distinguished from noise.

The following discussion will focus on the more detailed fragmentation

mechanism of five groups of compounds in EI linked scan and +ve FAB linked scan

experiments.

(1) (p-ThAnis)„SnPh4-n (n=l-4)

Decomposition modes under EI condition:

As shown in schemes 1-4, compounds in this category typically follow the

common fragmentation pattern. The molecular ions were formed by losing one

electron which is assumed to have the lowest ionization energy [144]. The resulting

ions, (p-ThAnis)nSnPh4.n'*^-, could lose either thioAnis radical (p-CH3SC6H4-) or

phenyl radical (Ph) to form an even-electron ion with three binding groups.

Ar„.iSnPh4.„^ + Ar (27)

Ar„SnPh4.„
"

-Ar„SnPh4.„.i'' + Ph' (28)

where Ar = (P-CH3SC6H4), n = 1 to 4.

AE27= (EA,(„.,)s„pt,(4-n)++ E^,-) - E AmSnPh(4-i>)+- ^E jg = (E An.SnPh(4.n-l)++ Ep^.) - E AraSnPh(4-n)+-

So A (AE 27.28 ) = (E Ar(„-l)S„Ph(4 »)+ - E An,SnPh(4.„-l)+) + (^M' " Eph") (29)

The process of (27) or (28) happens competitively. Ab Initio molecular orbital

calculations at Hartree-Fock level with 3-2 IG* basis set were performed here to carry

out the geometry optimizations which are shown in Figure 13. The differences of the

bond dissociation energies for each species following the fragmentation path (27) or

the path (28) are calculated according to equation (29) and are also shown in Figure

13. From those data, reaction (27) should be more dominant than reaction (28). By
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comparing the experimental data as shown in table 3, it suggests that reaction (28)

should be more dominant than reaction (27). As for PhSn(p-CH3SC6H4)3 spectrum

(pp.94), peak 397 is more abundant than peak 443 because of the decomposition of

the ligand, (p-CHsSCeItt)* ion, as shown in reaction (30).

Sn(p-C6H4SCH3)3^ H- PhSn(p-QH4SCH3)2^ + S=CH, (30)

In such a reaction, hydrogen migration is always observed, which might form several

isomeric tin-containing ionic species such as (p-CH3SC6H4)2SnHC6H4+, (p-

CH3SC6H4)2SnC6H5+, and (p-CH3SC6H4)SnH(C6H4)2+ as shown in reaction (31).

-^^^(p-CH3SC6H4)2SnC6Hj*

" (m 2.H--migration

(p-CH3SQH4)2^5y^

T H
T

(31)

(p-CH3SQH4)2gnAs,

SCH,

In order to compare the relative stabilities of the isomeric ions, Ab Initio molecular

orbital calculations were performed at HF/3-21G* levels of theory. Instead of (p-

CH3SC6H4)3Sn+ as the parent ion in equation (31), a smaller ion system such as (p-

CH3SC6H4)SnPh2"^ has been chosen in order to shorten the calculation time. The

differences of the total energies calculated are shown in Table 7. It can be concluded

that H-migration occuring in the decomposition process of ThioAnis substitute group
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prefers to form a phenyl substituent, i.e. -CeHs. In reaction (31), process (a) is

favoured.

Table 7. Comparison of the minimal energies of four ionic species formed in the

fragmentation process of Ph3Sn(C6H4SCH3-p)+ ion as shown in reaction (31)

Ions
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Decomposition modes under EI conditions:

The fragmentation patterns for these compounds are shown in schemes 5-

7. The distinguishing feature is that the poly-halogen substituent peaks are

predominant in the spectra of chloride and bromide compounds. The relationship

between the polyhalogen ions and the monohalgen molecular ions can not be verified

with linked scans, suggesting that the impurificants cause ion-molecule reactions in the

source. The mass spectra of (p-ThAnis)3SnCl and (p-ThAnis)3SnBr are dominated by

the effect of the two halogen atoms with (p-ThAnis)2SnCl2''' and (p-ThAnis)2SnBr2"*"

being the most abundant species produced. By contrast, the ions formed by

unimolecular decomposition reactions are very weak. Ion-molecule reaction in

conventional EI system was proposed by Dahm et al [135] to explain such an

ionization/fragmentation pathways, as shown in equation (33).

*-Ar- + ArzSnClz*
C1+ + Ar,SnCl (33)

-*^Ar2 + ArSnCl2+

' [ArSnCl - H]+
- HCl

For the iodide compound, cleavage of the Sn-I bond is the dominant process. The

bond dissociation energies of every halogen-substituted compound have been

calculated with MacSpartan at HF/3-21G* level. The calculation patterns were

assumed as equation 34. The calculation results are shown in Table 8.

-X-

(p-CH3SC6H4)3SnX — '

(p-CH3SC6H4)3Sn-
^34^

X = ci. Br,

I

|

-(P-CH3SQH4)
, (p.cH3SQH4)2SnX-

AE(Sn-X) = [E(Ar3Sn+) + E(X.)] " E(Ar3SnX)

AE(Sn-Ar) = [E(Ar2SnX+) + E(Ar.)] " E(Ar3SnX)
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Table 8. Bond dissociation energies of (p-ThAnis)3SnX (X=C1, Br, I)

Compounds (p-ThAnis)3SnCl (p-ThAnis)3SnBr (p-ThAnis)3SnI

Ar-Sn Sn-Cl Ar-Sn Sn-Br Ar-Sn Sn-I

AE (kJMol-») 8.40x102 8.49x102 8.40x102 8.64x102 8.40x102 7.85x102

Comparing those data shown in Table 8, it can be concluded the bond dissociation

energy is in the order D(Ar3Sn-Br)+ > D(Ar3Sn-Cl)+ > D(Ar2XSn-Ar)+ >

D(Ar3Sn-I)+ (X=C1, Br, I). The reason why there are polyhalogen ion peaks in the

spectra of the chloride and bromide compounds, but no such kinds of peaks show up

in the spectrum of the iodide compound, is that the dynamic reaction rate of the Br ion

with the molecule is fastest while the rate of ? is the slowest, i.e. R^f > Rq' > Rf .

So, the bromide compound can form the Br3SnAr+ ion, the chloride compound can

form the Cl2SnAr2''' ion, while the iodide compound can not form the poly-iodine

substituted ions in the source because T reacts with the molecule too slowly.

As shown in equation (35), elimination of HX is observed only in the

decomposition precess of ArSnCli" ion, which is suggested to be a type of "ortho-

effect" reaction [143].

•^^^ ^ CH,S-C)^ si CI (35)

The fragmentation pathway for (p-ThAnis)3SnCl, (p-ThAnis)3SnBr and

(p-ThAnis)3SnI with CAD studies are shown in schemes 15-17. Also, two bromine

atoms substituted ion (p-ThAnis)2SnBr2'^, appearing in the spectrum could not be

proved with B/E and B2/E scans. The spectrum of compound (p-ThAnis)3SnCl didn't

show any poly-halogen substituents peak. (p-ThAnis)3SnCl and (p-ThAnis)3SnI only
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follow a unimolecular decomposition mechanism. For compound (p-ThAnis)3SnI, the

molecular ion peak shows as (M+H)+ at m/z 617.

(3) (p.CH3SC6H4)3SnCl and (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl

Decomposition modes under EI conditions:

The EI fragmentation pathways of this category are shown in schemes 5

and 9. For (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl, the molecular ion decomposes either by losing one

(0-CH3OC6H4) radical or by losing one chlorine radical. It follows the common

unimolecular decomposition mechanism, as shown in category (1). The neutral species

and radicals are C1-, Ar-, Ar2, CH3-, C6H4. For compound (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl, the

specific reactions such as ion-molecule reaction and "ortho-effect" reaction occured,

besides the common fragmentation pathways stated in category (1).

In the +ve FAB study of this category compounds, as shown in schemes

15 and 19, (p-CH3SC6H4)3SnCl and (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl have the same

fragmentation mechanism. No SnCl"*" ions were observed.

(4) [p-(CH3)2NC6H4l4Sn and (p-CH3SC6H4)4Sn

The EI linked scan study on the fragmentation of [p-(CH3)2NC6H4]4Sn

and (p-CH3SC6H4)4Sn are plotted in schemes 8 and 4. For [p-(CH3)2NC6H4]4Sn,

there are two pathways: one follows the pattem to lose a radical step by step; the other

is to lose a neutral Ar2 species. No more fragments were observed. The fragmentation

scheme for (p-CH3SC6H4)4Sn is more complicated.

The +ve FAB collision-active decomposition study on the fragmentation of

the two compounds are shown in schemes 18 and 14. The same result as EI

fragmentation are got.
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(5) Ph3Sn(o-pyr) and (p-CH3SC6H4)SnPh3

The fragmentation pathways under EI linked scan mode for PhaSnCo-pyr)

and (p-CH3SC6H4)SnPh3 are shown in schemes 10 and 1. In Ph3Sn(o-pyr),

Ph2Sn(o-pyrH)+ ion was expected to be got from molecular ion by eliminating C6H4

accompanying with hydrogen migration. Ph2Sn+ was decomposed by either losing a

neutral Ph2 species or a phenyl radical. The latter gave very weak intensity. The

scheme for (p-CH3SC6H4)SnPh3 is much more complicated. Most of the peaks come

from P-CH3SC6H4 group. On the other hand, the energy of tin bonding tothe

substituents in Ph3Sn(p-ThioAnis) is stronger than that of Ph3Sn(o-pyr).

The +ve FAB CAD study of the fragmentation is shown in schemes 20

and 1 1 . One difference is there is no hydrogen migration during the decomposition of

molecular ion Ph3Sn(o-pyr)''".

(text to be continued on page 92)
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Scheme 2. Fragmentation scheme for Ph2Sn(p-ThAnis)2 under EI
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Scheme 3. Fragmentation scheme for PhSn(p-ThAnis)3 under EI
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Scheme 4. Fragmentation scheme for Sn(p-ThAnis)4 under EI
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Scheme 5. Fragmentation scheme for (p-ThAnis)3SnCl under EI
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Scheme 6. Fragmentation Pattem of (p-ThAnis)3SnBr under EI
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Scheme 7. Fragmentation scheme for (p-ThAnis) aSnl under EI
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Scheme 8. Fragmentation scheme for (p-Me2NC6H4)4Sn under EI
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Scheme 9. Fragmentation scheme for (o-CH30C6H4)3SnCl under EI
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Figure 10. Fragmentation scheme for PhsSnCo-pyr) under EI
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Scheme 11. Fragmentation scheme for Ph3Sn(p-ThAnis) under +ve FAB
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Scheme 12. Fragmentation scheme for Ph2Sn(p-ThAnis)2 under +ve FAB
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Scheme 13. Fragmentation scheme for PhSn(p-ThAnis)3 under +ve FAB
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Scheme 14. Fragmentation scheme for (p-ThAnis) 4Sn under +ve FAB
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[MNBA-Hr [MNBA-CH2OH]* [MNBA-NOar
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Scheme 15. Fragmentation Pattern of (p-ThAnis)3SnCl under +ve FAB
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Scheme 16. Fragmentation scheme of (p-ThAnis)3SnBr under +ve FAB
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Scheme 17. Fragmentation scheme for (p-ThAnis)3SnI under +ve FAB
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Scheme 18. Fragmentation Pattem of(p-Me2NC6H4)4Sn under +ve FAB
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Scheme 19. Fragmentation scheme for (o-CH3C)C6H4)3SnCl under +ve FAB
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Figure 20. Fragmentation scheme for PhaSnCo-pyr) under +ve FAB
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3. 4.Comparison of the Ionization Techniques:

From the data in Table 3 and Table 6 in Section 3.1.1 and 3.2.1, as well as

the schemes of the fragmentation patterns, many similiarities can be found between EI

mass spectra of aryltin compounds and their +ve FAB spectra in NBA. Most of the

compounds in Table 1 produced molecular ion peaks in their +ve FAB spectra as well

as in their EI spectra, not [M+H] peaks. This might be explained by the property of the

ligands. In this thesis, the substituents are all 7i-electron rich systems, in which all the

electrons can form delocalized resonance structures. According to the "collision

cascade" model for FAB ionization mechanism, during the collision between analyte

and the matrix molecules, loss of one electron from the molecule is favored over loss

of a proton from NBA which is more elecU-onegative. In most of these peaks, even-

electron ion peaks, such as ArsSn^ and ArSn+ are predominant.

However, some differences between two kinds of spectra are also

obvious. All of the EI spectra give Sn*- peaks, while in most of the +ve FAB spectra,

Sn"*"* peaks totally disappeared. Also, hydrogen-migration occurs in EI spectra, but

not in FAB spectra.

Overall, for the compounds studied in this thesis, EI spectra are much

clearer than FAB spectra, which has two meanings. First, the overlap of the peaks in

+ve FAB spectra are very common. Even the deconvolution program was used, some

intensities still can not be distinguished clearly. Second, FAB spectra show many

more non-tin containing peaks, esp. from the matrix. But for most compounds, their

EI spectra and FAB spectra are quite similar. This suggests FAB is also a good

ionization method for such kinds of analytes, especially when the EI method is not

available.
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3.2. Alkali Halides

3.2.1. Alkali halides and their solution

In this thesis, both +ve FAB and -ve FAB were run on a series of solid

salts and their solutions. The results are listed in Table 9 & 10. The FAB mass spectra

of the solid potassium chloride and fluoride were simple and in agreement with the

literature [131, 133]. The spectra in both cases consisted of a base peak from the

cation, K+, a small peak due to its dimer, K2''^, and peaks due to the clusters

[K(KX)n]"'" (X=C1 or F). The intensities of the cluster ions generally decreased with

increasing cluster number 'n* as observed in all previous work. The maximum cluster

numbers observed for each salt were n=4 for KCl at m/z 335; n=9 for KF at m/z 561

in the form of [K(KX)n]''" while in -ve FAB mode, the numbers were n=l for KCl at

m/z 109 and n=2 for KF at m/z 135 in the form of [X(KX)n]'. For KF solution, as it

was diluted, the spectra became complicated. The cluster number decreased meanwhile

the cluster number for [H(HX)n]'^ increased. This suggests hydrogen-bonding

becomes the main interaction force in the solution.

In the mass spectra of solid potassium fluoride and its solutions, the

intensity was enhanced at n=4 relative to n=3 for KF. This increased abundance was

explained by the specific geometry of the cluster ions [146].

3.2.2. Alkali Halides in Glycerol

The +ve FAB mass spectra and partial data of the alkali halides in glycerol are shown

in Table 1 1&12 and Figure 16. The maximum clusters for the various species change with

the different salt to glycerol mole ratios. When the mole ratio of salt to glycerol was 1 to

0.5, the spectra for both potassium chloride and fluoride were almost the same as those
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obtained from the neat salt samples. The cluster numbers didn't increase. When the mole

ratio of the salt to glycerol decreased, the cluster numbers increased dramatically.

Meanwhile the spectra became more complex due to the appearance of glycerol adduct

peaks in the spectra. For potassium chloride/glycerol system, a smooth curve about

intensities vs. cluster number "n" was obtained. For potassium fluoride/glycerol system,

the intensities of clusters at n=9 and n=13 were enhanced besides that n=4 enhancement in

the potassium fluoride system. This anomalies in abundance distribution could be due to

the specific geometries. [K(KF)n]'*' is a closed-packed cluster. When n=4, [K(KF)4]+ has

a highly symmetric planar form. When n=9 and 13, [K(KF)9]+ and [K(KF)i3]+ also have

highly symmetry. These highly symmetric clusters are more stable than the others. The

higher cluster number in glycerol/KF solution attributes to the role of glycerol which is

thought to absorb the energy. Cluster ions desorbed at higher glycerol concentrations have

less internal energy and therefore are less likely to decompose [133].

The partial data of the negative FAB mass spectra of both potassium chloride and

bromide in glycerol are listed in Table 12. There aren't many differences between the

solutions with glycerol and those without glycerol. This comes from two reasons: first, the

sensitivity of negative FAB is lower than that of positive FAB. Second, negative cluster

ions, [X(KX)n]', are not so stable as positive cluster ions, [K(KX)n]'''. These things

suggest more works about negative FAB techniques need to be done in the future.





Table 9. Positive FAB Data List of KX (X=C1, F)
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ions





Table 10. Negative FAB Data List of KX (X=C1, F)
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Table 11.
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Table 12. -FAB Data List of KX (X=C1, F) in Glycerol Matrix
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Chapter IV

Conclusions

Both EI MS and FAB MS studies on several kinds of aryltin compounds

have been carried out.

In all of the spectra recorded in both modes, tin-containing peaks are

predominant. Ligand related peaks are few and usually of low abundance. Most of the

spectra have shown molecular ion peaks, especially when the ligands have sulfur

atoms, the molecular ion peaks get more intense. In most cases, even-electron ions,

such as Ar3Sn+ and ArSn+, are predominant.

The fragmentation pattern studies under EI and FAB with linked scans

indicate the major decomposition modes of these compounds as the following:

Ar4Sn* AraSn^ + Ar

*- ArSn"*^ + Ato

However, the detailed fragmentation mechanism is different from one compound to

another, which mainly depends on the dissociation energy of the bond.

In FAB MS studies of this group of compounds, matrix optimization

showed that the concentration of the analyte in a wide range has tiny influence on the

total intensity, while the solubility of the matrix plays a cracial role in the spectra

pattems. Compared with EI spectra, matrix-related peaks make the +ve FAB spectra a

little bit complex.
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The negative ion FAB MS studies have been done on all of these

compounds in several ways. No significant data have been obtained because of the

lower sensitivity of detection of negative ions and the weaker signal of the negative

ions formed by these kinds of compounds..

For potassium halides, the highest cluster numbers were obtained in their

glycerol solutions, (n=17 for KCl, N=18 for KP). Anomalies of the intensities

attribute to the stability of the cluster ions. Cubiclike structures are proposed to be the

most stable alkali halide cluster ion configurations. The intensities in negative FAB

spectra are very low. This could be due to the low sensitivity, also the low stability of

the negative cluster ion.
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